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Interview

Let´s Institute goes international.

Kevin McNally
Director of University English

Lic.
Diana
Ogando
(Coordinadora
del
Departamento de Alumnos Libres), Prof. Silvina
Echegaray (Let´s), Prof. Gisela Frenquelli
(AEXALEVI) y Prof. María Paula Isnaldi (Let´s).

L

ast December we interviewed Kevin McNally, Director of University English, to
learn about AEXALEVI exams going international. What was the experience
like? Here are Prof. Silvina Echegaray and Prof. María Paula Isnaldi, who run

Let´s Institute in Las Heras, Buenos Aires Province, to tell us about the first AEXALEVI
exams certified by University English.
AEXALEVI Forum
Last

year

took

having their children sit for an exam at

by

our own institute, which is totally novel

University English. What was the

for a town, far from Buenos Aires city

experience like?

centre.

AEXALEVI

your

getting this kind of certification by

exams

students
certified

Let´s

For many years, AEXALEVI has given
us

the

opportunity

of

having

our

The experience of having internationally

students tested in our premises, but the

certified exams at our institute was

important innovation of the University

highly motivating, both for the students

English accreditation has given the

and for us. We felt really proud of giving

AEXALEVI exams even more prestige.

the students´ families the possibility of
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AEXALEVI Forum
Did this experience influence the
students´

motivation

to

learn

English?

Let´s
Students at Let´s on examination day.

When we learnt about this certification,
we were very enthusiastic but we didn´t
know what the impact on our students

AEXALEVI Forum

could be. Therefore, we were surprised

As a school of language, why did
you decide to go for the University
English certification?

to see that so many students wanted to
sit for the exams, even some students
who had done the same level the year
before. They showed great interest,

Let´s

especially in levels B1 and B2.

We felt it was a great advantage for our
students

to

have

an

international

validation of their knowledge of English

AEXALEVI Forum

by being tested in their everyday

What

environment,

think?

and

with

a

more

did

the

students´

parents

reasonable cost than other international
exams. We considered AEXALEVI´s

Let´s

proposal unique for our students, who
live in a small town where the only

Parents also received the good news

option to study English is in an institute.

enthusiastically, especially those who

Another advantage we found is that

had expectations that their children

students don´t have to “train” and

could

devote a lot of time and effort to learn

certification. We organized meetings in

how to do tasks they have never seen

September to inform parents about

before. They have always been tested

every detail: the high standards and

by AEXALEVI, so they feel familiar with

prestige of AEXALEVI exams and the

the tasks.

newly introduced certification by a

achieve

an

international

British institution. They showed interest
immediately.
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AEXALEVI Forum
Are you going for more AEXALEVI
exams

certified

by

University

English this year?

Let´s
Definitely
AEXALEVI exams certified by University
English at Let´s Institute, Las Heras, Buenos
Aires Province.

yes.

Our

students

were

pleased with the experience and they
felt comfortable with the exams. We
can´t miss an opportunity like this. It´s
worth it, in every aspect.
AEXALEVI Forum
Thank you, Silvina and María Paula!

On the day of the exam, the local television channel went to LET´S INSTITUTE
to learn more about the AEXALEVI exams certified by University English.
Click below to see the interview to Lic. Diana Ogando, Coordinadora del
Departamento de Alumnos Libres, and to learn more about the University
English certification.

https://youtu.be/XYsaTbZUAsQ

https://youtu.be/K-aXksKZRp8
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It Worked for Me
The Rolling Stones in Class
Prof. Paola Verando

Paola is a Lenguas Vivas graduate teacher and a
specialist in Language, Literature and Culture. She
has been a teacher at AEXALEVI for many years.

n elementary group of teenage

A

students to take some minutes and

students once asked me to

think of ideas which are related to those

play a 1966 hit by The Rolling

colours. They came up with some of the

Stones in class, which is called "Paint it

following:

Black".

Black: death, dirt, evil.
Red: blood, love, passion.

The song contains gloomy lyrics which
tell the story of the persona's girlfriend's

Green: nature, lechery, putrefaction.
Blue: calmness, sadness, royalty

death and upcoming funeral (persona
being the narrator in a poem or song)

I told my students that these colours

and how he comes to see the world

were mentioned in the song and that

around him in different colours.

we were going to try and decipher why

I thought this was a great opportunity to

they

raise awareness on colour symbolism,

meanwhile, we would work as usual on

so I went about a pre- listening activity

typical song activities such as gap-

in which I wrote on the board the four

filling,

colours which are mentioned in the

replacement,

song (black, red, green, blue). I asked

Later, when analysing colours, they

were

used

synonym
or

there.

or
ordering

However,

antonym
verses.
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came up with very interesting ideas:
'black' was mainly symbolising death as

It was a moment of fun and creativity

in the lines: "I see a red door and I want

which students valued, so I can say that

to paint it black/ no colours anymore, I

it

want them to turn black" and "I want to

If you would like to work on this song,

see your face painted black, black as

other post- listening activities can be

coal, black as night". In turn, 'red' in the

watching the thriller "Stirs of Echoes",

first

starring Kevin Bacon, in which the

line

of

the

song

probably

definitely

worked

keeps

for

me.

represented love or passion, a passion

protagonist

experiencing

crushed by disgrace (black). As for

paranormal contacts with a girl who had

'green' and 'blue', mentioned in the

supposedly been killed in his house

following line: "No more will my green

before he bought it. His visions of her

sea turn to a deeper blue", there was a

murder are soundtracked: he keeps

heated debate. Some said, and I

listening to this song all throughout.

agreed, that these colours just stressed
the fact that he would never be able to
see the world in colours again and that
he would miss them. Some identified
the 'green' sea with something putrid
and, therefore, with death and 'blue'
with sadness. No matter the 'right'
answer (if there was only one), this was
a moment to encourage them to
discuss in English.

Another interesting activity may be
working on a curious fact about this
song. When the song was released in
1966, its name was changed to "Paint
it, black" and because of that little
comma

there,

it

stirred

lots

of

controversy due to its purported racial
discrimination. This title is a nice
example

of

what

happens

when

punctuation is avoided. So you could
As for post- listening activities, these
included learning idioms with colours
(there are lots) and writing a similar
song by changing the colours in the
original song and re-writing it using
some structures as a model. Interesting
renderings of the song were with green

start working on punctuation too.
The scenarios that a song opens are
infinite. It's up to us not to use a song
mainly for grammar, vocabulary and
listening, and to exploit its literary
content.

(as told by a vegan and an ecologist),
pink (as told by Barbie), 'light blue' and
'white' as told by an Argentine football

Thank you, Paola!

fan, among others.
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Two Games
to Break the Ice
Prof. Fernando Refay

Fernando is a Lenguas Vivas graduate teacher
and a musician with a vast career. He has been a
teacher at AEXALEVI for many years.

e might sometimes find

W

couple of minutes to carry them out. It

ourselves lost as to how to

is also worth mentioning that I have

bring that tiny spark of

successfully tried both of them with

novelty and energy to our classes. As

primary school children as well as

everyone knows, there are no secret,

adults, and on all occasions I found

universal recipes, but with a little

everyone

inventive spirit and a zest for variety we

participate.

ready

and

willing

to

can easily come up with something
which

would

hopefully

boost

our

students’ motivation for learning and
(let’s face it) for just being in our
classrooms.

The Hot Seat
This is a vocabulary game for which

In my case, I quite usually rely

you must place an empty chair in front

on games and music to that end, and in

of the board, looking in the direction of

this opportunity I’ll present you with two

the students. The whole class must be

quick games which require next to no

divided into two groups and a student

special resources but a board and a

from each group will be called in turns
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to sit on that very chair. Then the
teacher must write a single word on the
board, which the student on the “hot
seat” cannot overlook. The aim of the

PENGUIN
ELEPHANT
NO

game is to encourage speaking and
production in the target language since
the other members of the group will

Every group must have a blank page

have to help their chosen group mate

and a designated person to write for

guess the word presented by any

them. There’s no time constraint here

spoken means (no mimics should be

because the first group to find a word

allowed, though there could be potential

for every letter of the one I gave them

room left for minimal gestures) in under

must shout out “Stop!”, at which point

a minute. The person on the hot seat

the teacher must collect all pages from

can risk any words as he/she wants

every team and count the correctly-

during that allotted minute, and a point

spelled words, the one having the most

is to be awarded for every word

receiving a point.

guessed correctly.
As a final reminder, I always tell the
participants that silence or low volume

The “PEN” game

talk are key factors in this game to
avoid the other teams overhearing the
words proposed.

This is another group game, but the
class could be divided into as many
groups as desired. The aim of the game

Thank you, Fernando!

is to find and write words starting with
the letters that make up a given word.
To provide a clear example, I always
write the word “pen” (hence the name
of the activity) in vertical alignment:
P
E
N
And then, to show the mechanics
behind it, I complete the word thus:
Page | 10

Stay Tuned
With Lic. Carla Montoya
Carla is a Lenguas Vivas graduate teacher and Licenciada en
Lengua Inglesa con orientación en Cine y Literatura
from Universidad Nacional de San Martin (UNSAM). She has
been working at AEXLAEVI for many years. She works at
UNSAM too, where she teaches “Film Studies” and
coordinates English Courses.

Hi everyone!
My name is Carla Montoya and I

language.

started to deliver film debate sessions

analyzing the thematic elements, the

at AEXALEVI in April 2015. They are

script and the contents of media

directed to adult students from different

productions, to the comparison and

courses who are attending classes

interpretation of both Literature and

regularly from Level 1 to Advanced

Film. Some technical work on the

Level

Each

images, such as cinematic composition,

session lasts an hour and a half or

edition, colour and music is also

more,

promoted too.

throughout

depending

the

week.

on the

level

of

proficiency in English, and timetable, of
course.

language

range

from

I will be telling you more about it in
further issues. Stay tuned…

The aim of these sessions is to engage
students

Activities

into

learning

through

the
the

English

Carla

critical

observation of film segments, shorts or
documentaries. I foster the debate, the
opinion and the characterization of
media

productions,

focusing

on

Thank you, Carla!

intercultural elements and a plurilingual
approach to teaching a foreign
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A Project Under Way
Thinking aloud about it with Prof. Analía Mazzaro
Analía Mazzaro is a graduate teacher and she
works at Compañía de Maria for AEXALEVI.

I

teach English at “Compañia de

others, how to take responsibility for a

María”

twelve

task. Plus, the students will have

students in Pre-adolescents II. Most

expanded their use of language, both

of them are eleven-year-olds. We work

vocabulary and grammar, and they will

with

definitely have engaged in creative and

the

school.

book

I

have

“Your

space

2”

(Cambridge University Press).
Many teachers often ask themselves
how to work with readers, especially

critical thinking as they make sense of
the stories and manage to present their
ideas on them.

with pre-adolescents, who generally do

The students will be dealing with three

not do much reading on their own. Let

different types of readers and genres:

me think aloud about it for my own

horror, sports and adventures. This will

students.

ensure that there is a story for everyone

This year, we will be working on a

since they all surely like different kinds.

project which fosters creativity and

I am going to divide the students into

critical thinking through reading. As part

three groups and I am going to assign a

of this project, the students will prepare

book to each. We will do sustained

a presentation based on a book. Work

reading in class, with the students

on the project will take up time but the

reading

benefits will be enormous. By the end

collaborating in their groups as I

of the project the students will have

monitor and help. This will take several

learned how to work with other people,

lessons. I will ask the students to keep

how to appreciate the work done by

a record of their ideas about the stories,

their

stories

silently

and
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thus

achieving

integration

between

reading and writing.
Once the students have read the
books, they will display what they have
prepared to show their classmates:
posters, a play based on one of the
scenes in the story, a short video or a
slide presentation.

On the other hand, the audience will be
told to organise some questions for
them to ask of the ones who are
making

the

presentation.

These

questions will cover some topics related
to the main characters of the story,
setting in time and place, etc. We will
work on these issues in class before of
course. The objective of this activity is
that the students who are playing the
role of the audience get involved in the
presentation.
I am sure you would like to hear about
how it went. I will keep in touch in the
next issues.

Thank you, Analía!

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
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Readers on the Spot:
“The Climb”
Prof. Paola Verando

Here is the first part of an analysis on the reader, which may provide us with refreshed
ideas about how to deal with a story that has been a favourite in the AEXALEVI
bibliography for many years.

B

efore we get started, let us

On today’s issue the focus will be on

remember the reason why pre-

"The Climb", by John Escott. Having

reading activities should be

been

activities

assess

background

knowledge of the topic and
linguistic content of the text;

set

reader

at

knowledge

that

the

students possess;

for

on it again and again. A teacher's lack
of interest in a given activity or material

eventually grow demotivated. And, to
cap it all, if we teachers ask our class to
read the story at home because we do

Pre-reading seeks to provide
opportunities

years go by and we must plan lessons

is likely to be contagious: students will

These activities activate the
existing

•

a

text that may come as a bit of a bore as
Pre-reading
students'

•

as

AEXALEVI for ages, “The Climb” is a

done in class:
•

used

group

or

collaborative work and for class
discussion activities.

not want to waste precious class time
on it without any kind of previous
preparation, the result will be little (if
any) motivation in our students. So...

Therefore, the pre-reading stage is

what

should

we

do

under

these

essential when dealing with any kind of

circumstances? The answer is: pre-

text in class, including a graded reader.
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reading activities, such as the ones that

What I first do before plunging into the

follow:

reader is to study all the cover with my

•

students: the title with its typography (if
Using the paratext of the work,
i.e. the cover, title, blurb and
divisions

within

the

text

to

relevant), the author (if relevant) and
the picture. Both covers of the graded
reader are provided for analysis.

predict content and organization
or sequence of information;
•

Looking

at

pictures,

maps,

diagrams, or graphs and their
caption;
•

Talking

about

the

author's

background, writing style, and
usual topics;
•

Constructing semantic webs (a
graphic

arrangement

Cover of the oldest
edition of “The Climb”

of

concepts or words showing how
they are related).

The idea is to provide opportunities for

Then, let us see some examples of the
previous pre-reading activities based on
“The Climb”.
•

Cover analysis: Spot not only for
speaking

but

for

presentation

vocabulary

students to speak. But how?
Title
The title of this story is very telling, so
attention must be paid to it: it does not
only inform us about an activity which is
present throughout the book, it also
points to a particular climb: the climb.
When I teach this pre-reading lesson, I
ask students to read the title and to tell
me if they have understood what it
means. Many of them are not aware of
the fact that the word “climb” is a noun
in this context, but some of them

Cover of the newest
edition of “The Climb”

usually do, especially because of the
use of article “the” before it. So I try to
elicit reasons why the book is called
“The Climb”, and students usually come
Page | 15

up with the right answer. Some of the

between the present perfect and simple

answers I have compiled are:

past), they would like to do, they are

“It is a difficult climb; it is the most

planning to do (to revise “going to”), etc.

important climb in the protagonist’s

As most (if not all) extreme sports are

life; it is an event that will change

gerunds, you can also make a point of

everything.”

the different verbs that collocate with

Thus it is essential to work on the title,
since this minor detail can actually
“change everything” as it can prepare
students for comprehension.
The lexical item “climb” is also worth
heeding.

It

provides
have

us

with

the

a

spot

of

opportunity

to

vocabulary

presentation:

we

can

explore the word family (to climb,
climber, climbing) and what climbing as
an activity usually encompasses.

sports: “play”, “do” or “go”. Once again,
you can have them answer which
sports they practise and to use the right
collocation with them.
This kind of vocabulary and grammar
activity is essential because students
tend to think that when they deal with
readers in class, they may be wasting
time: they could be reading alone at
home. Of course, we teachers know
that this is a mistake, but by teaching
something

different

and

providing

By way of a mind-map, you can ask

speaking opportunities, they tend to

students to provide a definition of

value it.

“climbing” which, for instance, may aim
at the production of a sentence by

Picture

using a relative clause (something they

This is the typical spot you can use for

have usually seen before reading this

picture description, i.e, for practice of

book). All of them will come up with the

such grammar as there+ be and

words

present

“sport”,

“extreme”,

“special

continuous,

certain

namely

weather

equipment” (which is an umbrella term

vocabulary

for words such as “helmet”, “hammer”,

words, appearance adjectives, clothes,

“nails”, “goggles”, “gloves”, “shoes with

etc. As students have already been

spikes”, etc.) in order to define the

presented with vocabulary related to

word.

climbing, it will be easy for them to

At this moment, you may elicit other
different extreme sports and ask them

items,

and

describe what they can see in the
picture.

which of them they have ever done and

What I usually do is to ask them to

when

provide a description of their pictures

(to

practise

the

difference
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and, then, I write on the board some

List of characters

sentences which summarize all the

1. A climber (he is brave)

ideas

2. A girl (she is close to him: a

they provide.

Some of

the

friend?

possible sentences they produce are:
There is a young man climbing a

A

girlfriend?

A

relative?)

mountain. The sea is below. He isn’t
wearing a lot of equipment, except

In the next issue, we will discuss more

for goggles and shoes with spikes.

ideas about how to work on “The Climb”

He is a brave man because he

to make the most of it.

doesn’t use a lot of equipment.
As they provide these ideas, I ask them
to

make

some

inferences.

By

inference, we mean “drawing an implicit
conclusion out of what we see or read”.

Thank you, Paola!

I ask questions about the place where
he might be, why he may be there,
what he looks like, etc.
If you have an older edition of “The
Climb”, it is nice to see how they will
look at a similar picture which has basic
differences. In the old edition, Costas is
clearly on an island and, apart from
wearing a helmet, he is being watched
by his sister Eleni from below. If you
show them the other cover, they will
come up with different ideas, and they
will know that there is a girl in the story
who is there for him.
As I go about this activity, I start writing
down the characters we are acquainted
with: a climber and a girl who is quite
close to the climber. Still, they do not
have

proper

names.

The

list

of

character looks very much like this:
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Have you enrolled?
Hurry up! Limited vacancies!
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Colour it Simple
Mg. Myrian Casamassima & Prof. Florencia Insua

With contributions from Prof. Paola Minotti

K

een observation of the red

best to have smooth development with

square below. You see red.

adequate transitions from task to task.

But what if one day we did not? What if
Now keen observation of the green
one. You see green.

we sought to organize our classes in a
different manner, in such a way that
contrast and complementary activities
were carried out with the teacher and
the students choosing what to do on
each day and keeping a record of their

But if the red square is placed next to
the green one, red is redder and green
is greener.

decisions and work?
We came across the Colour Wheel by
Goethe

(1749-1832),

the

most

prestigious poet and novelist in the
German

language

comparable

to

Shakespeare and Dante. In 1810,
Goethe published his treatise on colour,
in which he defied Newton´s idea of
A simple fact of contrast. This is how
our idea about producing contrast

light as a physical problem. Instead,
Goethe argued that “the sensations of

started. In class, we generally do our
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color reaching our brain are also

result of mixing blue and yellow. On the

shaped by our perception, by the

same basis, yellow and purple are

mechanics of human vision and by the

complementary as purple is made with

way our brains process information”.

blue and red, and orange and blue are

Thus, when we see an object, the

complementary as orange results from

image we perceive depends on the

the mixture between red and yellow.

object, the lighting and our perception.

We thought of labeling the colours for

This was, we thought, what we were

the classroom as we show below:

mostly interested in: how students
perceive what is done in class. Perhaps
contrast is good to achieve a striking
effect on the learner and, therefore,
help

him

remember

content

and

experience language learning more
vividly.

The Colour Wheel

Indeed, yellow and purple are in
opposition just as fun is not usually
associated with writing, at least by most
of our students. Grammar is definitely
experienced

as

contrary

to

oral

communication (speaking + listening)
and reading may not be the opposite of
vocabulary but it may be perceived as
The Colour Wheel displays primary

more global than specific vocabulary

colours (red, blue and yellow) and

tasks.

secondary colours (orange, purple and
green), produced by the mixture of
primary colours. The Wheel also shows
complementary colours: red and green
are complementary colours because
red is not part of green as green is the

Benefits of the Colour
Wheel in Class
The Colour Wheel for the classroom
may help us organize our work in a
different way, generating contrast that
Page | 20

may defy smooth class development for

complementary colour. They do oral

a change since the Wheel actually

communication after grammar. Or a

means leaping from one task to the

writing task after fun. The last C stands

next. No worries about transitions.

for

The Colour Wheel for the classroom
may help us check the balance of the
different areas we need to develop in a
course. Sometimes we tend to do more
grammar than oral communication, or
more writing than fun. The Wheel is
there to manage the balance.

Combine.

Here

teacher

and

students look at both sides of the
complementary colour to see which
activities must be done next. After oral
communication, they do something fun
in connection with vocabulary. After
writing,

they

do

an

activity

that

combines grammar and vocabulary.
Activities do not need to be related to

The Colour Wheel for the classroom

one

another,

as

contrast

is

the

may help students take decisions about

preferred mode of organization in the

what they wish to do in class today, to

Colour Wheel for the classroom.

own their learning process by keeping
track of what they do. They may decide
to start the Wheel at different points
while they choose a colour for each
day. They can colour their own wheels
and have them in the classroom for
decision making and for assessing what
they do.

How to use the Colour
Wheel for the
classroom
We designed the CCC technique for the
Wheel. The first C stands for Choose.
Teacher and students pick a colour. It
must be a primary colour. If they
choose red, the class starts with a
grammar activity. If they choose yellow,
they do something fun like a song or a
game. The second C is Contrast.
Teacher and students do the task in the

Planning
with
Colour Wheel

the

Our challenge was to plan didactic
sequences using the Colour Wheel. We
chose a book from the AEXALEVI
bibliography and we started our plan.
We selected Your Space 2 (Cambridge
University Press), which is used in
Preadolescents 2 of the AEXALEVI
bibliography. The unit we worked on is
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unit 6 related to technology and the



safe/unsafe use of the Internet.

https://www.youtube.com/watch
?v=elYv-pZVgyo Chapter 3

The didactic sequences we planned

Task sheet:

were based on the Colour Wheel and
Complete with should/ shouldn’t

our CCC technique.

You ……………….. confirm people you

Didactic sequence 1

don’t know on facebook or other social
Starting point: Blue

networks.

Task 1: Vocabulary task ( blue)

You ……………….. protect personal

Students

match

lexical

items

and

details in your profiles.

pictures ( Student’s Book activity p. 62

You

ex 1)

settings available at facebook and other

Task 2: Reading task (orange)
Students answer a quiz about the
safe/unsafe use of the internet, check
their answers and evaluate how safe

………………use

the

privacy

social networks.
You ……………hide your feelings from
your friends/ family if you are a victim of
cyber bullying.

their use of the Internet is (“Quiz Be

You ……………always remember some

safe, be happy”, p.63)

people lie in their profiles.

Task 3: Combining a Grammar activity
with a fun component ( red and yellow)
Didactic sequence 2
Students watch three webisodes of
cartoons about the safe use of the
Internet and social networks called

Starting point: Red
Task 1: Grammar task ( red)

“Little Red Riding Mood” and complete
a task sheet.

Students complete cartoon lines with
should/ shouldn’t ( ex. 1 p.64)

Links
Students put words in the correct order


to make sentences ( ex. 2 p.64)
https://www.youtube.com/watch
?v=KGr_KFiCX4s Chapter 1

Students read some problems and give
advice using should/ shouldn’t (ex.5



https://www.youtube.com/watch

p.64)

?v=-Dn1Jmqecvk Chapter 2
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Task 2: Oral Communication Task

effective instant messages. Ex: Be

(green)

direct/

In groups students design and plan a
web page to give advice to teenagers.
They design the layout/ content and IT
resources to make the page attractive

Use

abbreviations

when

possible/ Be careful with the use of
emoticons / etc. Then rules are shared
to make a whole-class “Guide to instant
messages writing”.

and efficient. Students must include two

Task 3: Grammar and vocabulary task

problems and pieces of advice as

( red and blue)

examples of how the website works.
(Guiding examples on page 65)

Each student writes one word related to
technology on a slip of paper which
they put in a vocabulary bag. Then in

Task 3: Combining a vocabulary task
with a fun component ( blue and yellow)
Students play a guessing game to
revise

the

vocabulary

related

groups they take turns to take one word
from the bag and make a sentence
using it. For each grammatically correct
sentence the group gets one point.

to

technology.
If you decide that you would like to use
the Colour Wheel technique for only
one lesson every now and then to

Didactic sequence 3

change the dynamics of the lesson, this
Starting point: Yellow

technique will prove to be completely
compatible to your planning scheme

Task 1: A fun task ( yellow)

and the use of the textbook.
In

groups

students

decode

text

messages which are all written with

One possible example is this lesson

abbreviations teenagers usually use.

based on Big English 3 (Pearson) - Unit

The

5 “Wonderful Weather” (3rd Children in

group

which

decodes

the

messages faster is the winner.

AEXALEVI bibliography).
Didactic sequence

Task 2: Writing task ( violet)

Starting point: Blue

In groups students write a “Good guide

Task 1: Vocabulay task ( blue)

to write instant messages”. Students
think of 5 rules to help you write

Students identify symbols with the
different types of weather
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this article is to read what Prof. Paola

Task 2: Reading task (orange)
Students read the dialogue between
mother and daughter and answer the
questions (p.58/p.59)
Task 3:

Minotti,

a

member

teacher

at

AEXALEVI for many years, has to say
about implementing the technique in
class:

Grammar task with a fun

component ( red and yellow)

“As soon as the latest AEXALEVI DAY
was over, colours started to fly across

Students find differences between two

my mind. Colours as the synonym of

pictures and make use of both the

creativity, colours as the synonym of

vocabulary on weather and clothes and

participation. The same happened, after

present simple and present continuous.

telling my colleagues about it. We

( p. 67 ex 29)

definitely adopted the wheels as a way
of interaction with our students. What
for?

Final Words

-to organize class work

As we have shown the use of the
Colour Wheel for the classroom is an

-to produce contrasts
-to choose activities

innovative teacher-friendly and studentfriendly technique. The activities in the

-to have fun

textbook may be rearranged based on

-to interact

didactic sequences which include the
different

areas

students

need

to

develop in class. Thus, variety and
creativity are fostered both for students

-to colour our learning
Young students feel excited when spin
the wheel.

and teachers, who are invited to step
out of the traditional way textbooks are

Adolescents are fascinated to have the

used and lessons are developed. The

possibility to help us organize our work.

Colour Wheel for the classroom is
textbook-friendly as we have shown
here, but it can also be used completely

Adults show curiosity and welcome the
explanation about the different skills of
the language.

outside the textbook with teacher and
students creating their own resources.

Teachers have fun along with the
students and are motivated to plan

Does

this

work?

You

may

be

wondering. The best way to round off

activities with their proper aims not just
to fill gaps. Great!!!”
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And finally Paola Minotti´s photo gallery of the Colour Wheel in her classroom (photos
are published with parents´ consent).
Thank you, Paola!

Prof. Paola Minotti´s photo gallery of
the Colour Wheel for the classroom
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